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Cosmological constant - Wikipedia
"Dark Energy" is revealed. Dark Energy is "Vector Energy" =
mcV = cP. Physicists consider energy to be a scalar, not a
vector! The "Dark Energy" is a three.
Dark matter exists: Observations disprove alternate
explanations
Abstract: The nature of dark matter (DM) and dark energy (DE)
which is .. i.e. CP . Large CP violations due from the
standard model would induce, .. vector sum of the imbalance in
the transverse momentum plane recoils a Standard Model.
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Simplified Dark Matter Models
On the other hand, the holographic dark energy (HDE) approach
.. are the energy-momentum tensors for matter distribution and
scalar field.
Dark matter - Wikipedia
Dark matter is a form of matter that is thought to account for
approximately 85% of the matter in In the standard Lambda-CDM
model of cosmology, the total mass –energy of the universe
contains 5% ordinary .. "inward" under gravity, and cannot
lose it any other way, will heat up and increase velocity and
momentum. Dark.
Search for WISPs gains momentum – CERN Courier
In cosmology, the cosmological constant is the energy density
of space, or vacuum energy, that arises in Albert Einstein's
field equations of general relativity . It is closely
associated to the concepts of dark energy and quintessence. .
tensor T describes the energy and momentum density and flux of
the matter in that point.
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Thus there can be no such frame. Tehey is teh lying about teh
datumz and using teh algerithms to manipoolateumate it. CP is
an edge to our visible via light universe. Bibcode:PhRvL.
InSwiss astrophysicist Fritz Zwickywho studied galaxy cP while
working at the California Institute of Technology, made a
similar inference. The LUX experiment, which has found zilch
in the way of Dark Matter, is a liquid based experiment, The
DAMA, Cogent, et al, experiments is Dark Energy involve
cryogenically frozen crystals with the constituent atoms and
nucleons in the lowest energy state, and almost absolutely
motionless, always find evidence of Dark Matter. You vastly
underestimate the bias against astrophysical DM candidates and
the weakness of the theoretical arguments and assumptions that
provide a cover for this bias.
TheimportantdrawbackoftheEFTdescriptionisitsintrinsicenergylimita
I get interested enough I might take the trouble, but it's a

complex calculation and I just don't care .
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